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gyuri 5/5/2022 7:13:48 AM #
exploring and thinking are one and the same.

endless frontier

mark the trails you blaze across the web with @TrailMarks

 What happened to Web Intents? +1
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gyuri 3/24/2022 9:45:31 AM #
the next frontier for app discovery

frontier for

App discovery

 web%20frontier +1
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gyuri 2/10/2022 12:14:56 PM #
Google might be proudly saying, we are doing a lot to help people find things on the net frontier,
Who is doing the job of maybe making better maps understanding the frontier"The IndieVerse
will do the job of people-sourcing a better maps of understanding the Web frontier by combining
a people-centered autonomous spontaneously emergent InterPlanetary InterPersonal network
connecting people via shared interests to ideas true Symmathesy meta : and here is an example
of annnotating the annotations for : The Endless Frontier of all Human endevour not just science
but Life, the Universe and Everthing where Man IS the measure of Everthing

 edge +1
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"Google might be proudly saying, we are doing a lot to help people find things on the net
frontier, Who is doing the job of maybe making better maps understanding the frontier"

The IndieVerse will do the job of people-sourcing a better maps of understanding the Web
frontier by combining a people-centered autonomous spontaneously emergent InterPlanetary
InterPersonal network connecting people via shared interests to ideas true Symmathesy
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meta : and here is an example of annnotating the annotations

for : The Endless Frontier

of all Human endevour not just science but Life, the Universe and Everthing where Man IS the
measure of Everthing

https://hyp.is/JecjXmx7EeyEj2Mvtq0ZjA/www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/nsf50/vbush1945.htm

 https://wiky.fission.app/hyp +1
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"Google might be proudly saying, we are doing a lot to help people find things on the net
frontier, Who is doing the job of maybe making better maps understanding the frontier"

The IndieVerse will do the job of people-sourcing a better maps of understanding the Web
frontier by combining a people-centered autonomous spontaneously emergent InterPlanetary
InterPersonal network connecting people via shared interests to ideas true Symmathesy

meta : and here is an example of annnotating the annotations

for : The Endless Frontier

of all Human endevour not just science but Life, the Universe and Everthing where Man IS the
measure of Everthing

Human Progress

https://hyp.is/JecjXmx7EeyEj2Mvtq0ZjA/www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/nsf50/vbush1945.htm
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MindDrive@MindDriveCoConnect the dots. @BetaList rejected this landing page 5 years ago.
Now @TrailMarks and @TrailHub1 is there to bootstrap a Web (3) Native inter(personal)
MEMEX for the @GETDWeb. Experience the #IndiVerse as an extension of our Minds
organizing the Web Frontier as a Mind Graph.
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 Video: Inventing the Computer Mouse | Douglas Engelbart | Talks at Google (DocDrop) +1
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gyuri 11/7/2020 7:36:36 AM #
Google might be proudly say okay we're doing a lot to help people find things out on that front
error and okay but then who's 00:17:43 doing the job of really making better Maps
understanding the footcare

Google and other search engine do a great job of auto-associative recall, i.e. giving you all the
documents on the web that contain the terms you search for.

But as Engelbart asked back in 2007 at Google: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQx-
tuW9A4Q&feature=youtu.be&t=1063

"Google might be proudly saying, we are doing a lot to help people find things on the net
frontier, Who is doing the job of maybe making better maps understanding the frontier"

http://docdrop.org/video/xQx-tuW9A4Q
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Organizing knowledge right at the edges of the "endless frontier" of knowledge from inception,
through indwelling and growth in networks of people who care, to the point of it being notable
and part of "The Common Record". Empower People at the edges to do it for themselves, share
and have conversations over their HyperMaps,of the edges, federate these conversations in
emergent communities.

With the Wiki, Ward Cunningham gave us the ability to "create a new linked" page when you
reach the edge of your knowledge"

What we need is for everybody to be able to do that, and at the same time have conversations
with other people in an interest based emergent social network of thoughts and thinkers.


